Dry Casting Report – 3 April 2016
A very disappointing rollup for the last drycasting day of the year with 6 vets and 1 senior but I am
sure it will get better. One thing that I must mention is that according to the club rules we have to have
an open single handed event but no one put their hand up so it was cancelled. I think that in the future
some serious thought has to be given regarding the event. If anyone has any thoughts let me hear
about them. Regardless of the poor attendance I’m sure we all enjoyed ourselves.
Hendo almost had a perfect day in the accuracy event with a 30 in the single and a 168 in the double
handed accuracy which included 2 bulls eyes, I believe 168 is only 6 short of the national Record, well
done Bob. Mark had a very consistent day with good scores all the way through the distance events
along with 123 in the double handed accuracy.
Klaus continued to cast well with 127m in the 56gr and 136m in the 112gr. In the double handed
accuracy I feel a little bit more tuition is needed on the longer targets. For example his scores on one
of the shorter targets was 22 and a bulls eye, the longer targets were zeros.
The next drycasting day I will not be casting but I will have the trailer there early and will need
assistance on the course.
A big thanks to all who participated and helped throughout the 2015/16 season and especially a big
thanks to Hendo for the use of the shelter and the laser and also to Geoff Raftis for his assistance in
marking the distance events.
I hope to see you all in May for the first cast of the year.

Ron Thomas, Dry Casting Officer 2015/16
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